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]n this effort, Wilich Calts for the deve]opnleld
of two very different sensors, the multi-project
approach was used when designing the sensors
iuto a co-fired ceranlic substrate [2] depicted
in Fig. 1. ‘J’his substrate contains eight layers

Recently, test structures were used to aid in
the rapid development of a gas sensor and
pressure sensor.
These sensors were
fabricated using co-fired ceramic technology
and a multiproject approach, 3’his talk will
descril)e results obtained from a ceramic
substrate which contained 36 c}:ips with six
variants including the sensors, process control
monitors, an an interconnect chip. As far as
the authors know, this is the first
illl])lel~le.tltatiof~ of multi-projects in co-fired
ceramic substrate. ‘J’he gas sensor is being
developed for the Space Shuttle and the
prcssllre gage is being developed as a Martian
barometer.

lN’J’ROl)lJ(’J’10N
‘]’hc use of multi-project wafers has been used
I)y the MOSI!3 project since the early ’80s [1]
for ttlc fi~brication o f c u s t o m i n t e g r a t e d
circuits. This approach has proven to be
essential in rapid prototypii)g of commercial
chips but also at universities who rely on tllc
MOSIS service in teaching integrated circuits.

Vigurc 1 .
Multi-project co-fired ceramic
substrate 9.0 cm x 9.6 cm and a row of
electrical contacts shown at tllc I)ottom,
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sensor, (e) PARAMETRIC chip used to
determine the layer sheet and via resistances,
and (f) M(JX chip used to interconnect two
multiplexer circuits. The TEST C}IIP, was
described at ICMTS 1996 [3] and was used to
establish the baseline response for the
polypyrrole gas sensing layers.

including the first laser layer used to cut hokx
in the ceramic (A1203) substrate and to
perforate the periphery of the chips aiding in
their separation. The other seven layers are
used in layer screen printing.
Electrical
contacts, on 1.25-mm centers, are soldered to
the bottom row of chips using C-clips depicted
at the bottom of the substrate. Once applied,
the bottom row of chips are removed and the
contacts soldered to the next row.

The presentation will include a discussion of a
pinhole test develop to screen the chips at
incoming irlspection and a presentation of the
resistivities of the various layers used to
fabricate the chips.

The chip found on the substrate shown in Fig.
1 contains six variants which are depicted in
Fig. 2, The chips are (a) an initial version of
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The pressure-sensor alpha chip uses the
principle depicted in Fig. 3 in which an alphaparticle source (Anl-241) is used to ionize air
molecules which are attracted to a cathode
plate and detected at the input to an
operational amplifier.
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ligure 3. Configuration of the alpha-particle
g a s - p r e s s u r e s e n s o r w h e r e t h e distance
between the anode arid cathode is 11 [4].
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Fig(rrc 2, Six variants found on the nlultiproject substrate shown in Fig. 1.

Results from this chip arc shown in I;ig, 4
w h e r e the height of the alp}la source w a s
varied above the cathode. These experiments
are being used to determine the optimal
performance of the sensor, ]n ttlis case t}le
optimum height of the alpha source is about S
rnm above the cathode. “1’he alpha chip was
designed with guard circuitry and this has
allowed the measurement of ion currents in the
pA range.

the gas SENSOR chip, (b) TES3’ CIIIP for
gas sensor dcvclopmcmt, (c) Y] IL1,D chip used
to detect pinholes between layers and via
continuity, (d) Al ,PIIA chip is a pressure

The dcveloprllcr)t of this pressure sensor is
motivated by the fact that it has no moving
parls ancl has a good chance of surviving the
landing force of 80,000 G’s up arrival at Mars.
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Evans who performed the SPICE analysis of
the sensors, to Michael JIecht for his support
in the ion chamber approach to pressure
sensing, a n d t o l.enard I)orsky f o r h i s
encouragement in the development of the
pressure sensor. File: RAPP6820.DOC

A series of test sensors are planned in order to
Martian
pressure
sensing
the
meet
require

which

requirements

current

the 10-fA range using a 1An~-241 source.

measurements in
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Combining two very different projects on the
same ceramic substrate. producecl several
benefits. lloth time and cost were saved by the
simultaneous fabrication of the gas and
pressure sensors. Also the pin]lole problem
w a s s h a r e d bctwccn the efforts and tl]is
improved the performance of both sensors.
As far as the authors know, this is the first
illll~lelllel)tatioll of multi-projects in co-fired
ceramic substrate.
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